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1354 Hansen Street ~ Camano Island, WA ~ 98282 
 

Sal Noeldner 

ISA Board Certified Master Arborist TRAQ 

#PN-8108B Exp. 6/30/25 

Site 

 

Island Co. tax assessor parcel # 56192-00-0000A-0 

3455 Timothy Way 

Camano Island, 98282 

 

Scope of Work: Evaluate trees at toe of slope for continued failure potential and needs of 

proposed reconstruction of existing, partially failed timber bulkhead and beach access. 

Site Characteristics                

Site is located along the southwestern edge of Camano Island with full exposure to South and 

West sunlight and wind. Area of site where subject trees reside is specifically located North-to-

South along the toe of a modified, steep (40-degree) slope. A historical, graded access way 

crosses the slope laterally in an even descent towards the South where a bent wooden ladder 

provides access to fill between the oceanic bulkhead and the existing toe-of-slope. One of the 

HOA representatives said they have always kept this area cleared of debris so they will not 

accumulate to cover the top of the bulkhead and to provide recreational access. Few if any 

salmonberry or other woody shrubs have survived thick Himalayan blackberry (Rubus 

armeniacus) encroachment just above this cleared area leaving just early succession deciduous 

trees of seemingly one species protruding from tall brambles. Top of current (now partially failed 

bulkhead) has historically provided access to maintain plasticized drainage pipes coming from 

above properties with stormwater. Low tide beach access stairs are built into the wall of the 

bulkhead. Just to the North of this gathering area, a cluster of 8-9 maturing red alders failed 

during a storm last November 9 (according to HOA representatives) damaging or destroying a 

significant portion of the northern, horizontal portion of the existing bulkhead. More recent 

(<two weeks’ time), complete failure (as described by one of the HOA representatives) of a 

cluster of 4 maturing red alders of similar girths (located just uphill of the cluster previously 

failed in November) has occurred. Just uphill (30’) from this most recently failed cluster is the 

current graded access to the beach, which is about 65’ (at a 40-degree upward slope) away from 

the bulkhead at the same point. A little more North and up the access way towards the entrance 

gate brings the observer to a sign and an obvious, extremely fragile existing edge to the seaward 

side of the access. Image #9 on page 10 of the 2020 GeoTest draft geotechnical report submitted 

for the bulkhead replacement approval process shows a currently deepening angle of repost at the 

toe of the slope just North of the existing bulkhead and this fragile edge. Prevailing winds are 

strong maritime and are mixing coming from the SSW through NW generally landward. Level 1 

visual tree assessments were used at this site as thick blackberries, unstable, wet, clayey soil 

(“glaciomarine deltaic outwash deposits” according to the same, earlier referenced report) and 

current, increasing full-stem failures made this level of assessment sufficient to fulfill the scope 

of work without using an access line and mechanized prussik to inspect more closely, safely. 

Time frame is two years. 
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Trees with Area(s) of Concern and Mitigation Recommendations 

Subject trees are all red alder (Alnus rubra). Growth structure is either upright or generally 

phototropic, as the branches reach towards the sunlight/reflected light of the ocean. This 

phototropic yearning has creating leaning stems which range from 5 to 45-degrees from vertical; 

branches add additional leveraging weight as they spread outwards to the West and South. 

Upright stems include the largest and smallest girths of observed, individual trees within 60’ of 

the bulkhead. 

I walked down along the beach towards the North to view the area past the failed bulkhead. Just 

beyond the North property line, I saw a couple of leaning, larger girth red alders exhibiting heavy 

ivy growth. To the South of the property corner is the first sizeable red alder on the HOA 

property which leans at 30 degrees with the top portions of the canopy not showing 

compensation growth. Ivy hides girth and origination point of this individual and of a smaller 

alder stem just behind and uphill. A scaffold limb was ripped off the larger tree by the originally 

failed clump of 8-9 trees. This strike, probably combined with the moist clayey soil originally 

may have started the currently observed instability of the tree but now the quickly eroding fill 

between the failed bulkhead wall is holding the root crown less and less against gravity and will 

never allow the tree to right itself naturally with continued root and canopy growth. The tree will 

probably fail within the time frame, and with the weakened bulkhead as it is and assumed 

continued quick encroachment by the high tides and storms occurring behind it now, this full 

stem failure will pull the root crown out of the toe of the bank, the stem likely to strike the 

bulkhead causing additional, severe damage. This further weakened toe-of-slope will cause 

shifting of the slope uphill within the time frame, especially when saturated. Continued water 

encroachment coming through this uprooted crown area towards the North along the toe of the 

slope within the time frame will possibly weaken the holding ability of additional root crowns to 

the North. This tree (including the smaller, also leaning stem to the East) should be cut near 

the base leaving the root wad in place to mitigate foreseen damage to bulkhead and lessen 

the current high risk for people. 

The next observed trees were directly South and are the ones whose original failure helped to 

create a sizeable breach in the bulkhead. The ocean is evidently accessing the area readily at 

higher tides as driftwood is now hung in roots of trees almost 10’ to the landward side of the 

bulkhead and fill dirt is being scoured laterally along the inward side of the bulkhead in either 

direction causing gently graduating slopes showing no evidence of angular structural fill being 

used originally behind the bulkhead. The shared root wad of this failed ‘clump’ is near vertical. 

These 8-9 originally failed alder trees should be cut near their bases, leaving the root ward 

to settle back into a more horizontal repose to partially cover and fill the hole behind it. 

This should be left in place until bulkhead mitigation occurs to slow bank excavation by 

tides, then removed and replaced with appropriate fill. 

At this point, I noticed two more, higher, failed stems originating about 30’ ENE from the 

original height of the fill behind the bulkhead (whose original surface would have been within 

arms’ reach from this vantage). These two are separate from the originally failed group of 8-9 
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trees and just uphill, their failure evidently caused by further recession of the slope since the 

original failure uprooted just downhill (these more recent failures are the same reported by the 

HOA representative on our walk). One of the two stems (about 30” dbh) is now near-horizontal, 

the other (about 16” dbh) lays near 65-degrees from vertical, the still partially attached, shared 

root wad holding them prone such. Subsequent observations above/of this recent failure from the 

access way uncovered two more attached, similar sized stems originating from the same root 

wad but who had failed laterally across the slope into thick blackberries holding the root wad 

from fully rotating. These trees should be cut near the bases, the (possibly) only partially 

failed root wad left to hopefully settle in place (pattern of cuts on trees will be important to 

help this occur- rigging may need to be used to control the root mass while personnel are 

working). All recommended work should occur some time after the last significant 

precipitation event so the wet, clayey hillside is more stable underfoot. 

The next observed tree to the South exhibits a 36” dbh and is one of the two larger girth red 

alders growing mostly upright within the site. Most limbs, however, grow to the SW and West 

unbalancing the canopy. The tree is 65’ tall and it has a 65’ diameter canopy spread. This tree 

leans 5-degrees westward, the top of the canopy not showing compensation growth indicating 

recent subsidence. Just below and to the North of the tree is a dark hole from surface debris 

subsiding into a hole made into the fill by encroaching ocean tides. Full stem failure of this tree 

is probable within the timeline but may be within this year depending on rate of 

degradation of the tree foundation by waves. Failure will possibly cause further damage to 

breached bulkhead and may happen at any time (more probably during a storm or 

precipitation event) creating a hazardous situation for people. People should currently 

avoid the area West and to the North of this tree for passive or recreational uses. As there 

is no way to brace this large tree by anchors into the sediments of the hillside, this tree 

should be cut near the base, leaving the root wad intact and horizontal for as long as 

possible. 

Further South along the bulkhead are the bent access stairs then an angled recession of the 

bulkhead eastward several feet. Just beyond this is a clump of red alder stems, most exhibiting 

phototropic growth to the West. This area exhibits groundwater seepage at the surface indicating 

saturated conditions. Some of the stems have an acute bend near the base upwards indicating 

possible subsidence early in life. These stems have not righted but reached for ambient light 

around trees to the South. One stem on the furthest East side of the clump having a (once again 

visually assessed) 5” dbh is of upright structure. These early succession trees need proactive 

maintenance so the root wad will not uproot. The eastern-most, upright stem shall be left, and 

care should be made to not disturb seemed current health. The other, probably originally 

failed stems of this clump should be maintained again by non-horizontal heading cuts just 

above the portion of stem(s) where they have righted, much like a pollard. These may 

regrow and need to be further maintained similarly. 

Next South is a group of larger girth red alders (with visual dbh measurements of 18”, 30”, 14” 

and a bifurcated stem [at 3’ stem height] with 30” and 16” dbh stems emanating), all stems grow 

with a 20 to 45-degree phototropic lean EXCEPT one 30” dbh tree slightly uphill of these large, 

leveraging masses. This singular upright tree is 70’ tall and exhibits a fairly balanced 70’ canopy 

spread diameter showing it to have had full exposure to sunlight throughout its life. Just uphill, 

recent shallow instability of the slope was observed. Stability of this tree needs to be 
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protected. All tree stems growing phototropic westward in this clump should be cut near 

the base, being careful the 30” dbh tree in the back is protected. 

Finally, the next, furthest group of trees to the South along the bulkhead, is composed of two 

general parts:  

1. A group of smaller stemmed, upright progeny of older, maturing red alders (growing just 

South of and at a similar elevation as the 30” dbh leave tree just described)  

2. Three medium girth red alders growing from the bank, once given heading cuts on 

horizontal stems but all three successfully regrew complete stems without indicated 

decay. Unfortunately, the stems growing upwards lean from 5-15-degrees away from the 

bank with most of the branches also showing phototropic growth towards the West and 

South. These three trees should be cut again just above the previous heading cuts to 

proactively keep the shared root wad in place, the smaller progeny red alders just 

uphill to be carefully retained throughout any tree work. 

Further Tree-related Discussion  

Though the current, county assessed value of the lot is only $5,500 (not including $25,000 in 

improvements), the true value of the improvement (the bulkhead I am assuming) is in enabling 

trees to grow as long as possible to improve soil stability for residential houses just beyond the 

crest of the bluff. By adding the stabilizing structure to the toe of the bluff and stopping 

degradation of the same by wave action, trees have been able to take root and help provide 

support until their (now) larger size combined with growth morphology have created structural 

imbalances which have only increased the rate of full tree failure and combinate degradation of 

stability of this fragile slope. Properly maintained trees can help immensely in this instance once 

the bulkhead is rebuilt.  

Indicated leave trees can be interplanted with bigleaf maple, only if future maintenance of the 

site includes periodic (10-20 yr.) coppicing (with response growth stem thinning) of maples near 

the root crown to take advantage of stronger lignotuberous (vs. epicormic) response growth, a 

resilient attribute of this species. This portion of the slope is too wet for conifers of any type and 

willows cannot be as successfully coppiced (though the clumping nature of several of the native 

willows lend to sustainable removal of most irksome stems allowing preferred stems to remain). 

Reintroduction of woody shrubs such as salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis) and oceanspray 

(Holodiscus discolor) would be perfect in the deciduous tree understory (also both have good 

root systems) if invasive blackberries can be controlled. The drier, higher portion of the slope 

can benefit from planting of shore pine (Pinus contorta- grown under 500’ elevation) and 

maritime juniper (Juniperus maritima) to help hold the soil where it is never saturated, keeping 

in mind that supplemental watering will always be needed during the first 3-5 years of growth if 

drought conditions create dry soil. 

As parts of currently failing or phototropically-orientated stems would normally add 

themselves to the near shore environment, providing food and other positive attributes of 

LWD (large wood debris), I recommend these trees, after cutting, be allowed to float away 

on high tide. Marking of the cut ends with fluorescent paint can help limit near-term 

navigation hazards such as would normally be seen with larger failed tree parts. 
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Summary of Recommended Hazard Potential Reduction and Tree Removal Mitigation 

Actions 

1. All vertically orientated trees on site shall be retained except the 36” tree just to the 

South of the 8-9 trees originally failing which should be cut near the base before full 

subsidence occurs, leaving the root mass intact and horizontal. 

2. All partially and completely failed trees within a 1.5x height radius of the bulkhead 

area shall be cut near the base, hopefully with the result of the root mass being 

retained in place in the most horizontal repose possible.  

3. Other indicated trees with phototropic growth to the West should be similarly cut, 

making sure to keep above any past heading cuts. 

4. Large, cut tree parts should be proactively marked with fluorescent paint to limit 

navigation hazard and set free to move about with the tide knowing that they may 

need to be anchored while bulkhead replacement occurs if still nearby. 

5. Root masses shall not be used as fill behind any reconstructed bulkhead. 

6. Access to the bulkhead, beach, or toe-of-slope North of the bent ladder should be 

limited to people working in the area until active hazards are mitigated. 

7. Tree work needs to occur ASAP, possibly by using rigging, and before access by 

other work personnel to the area. 

8. Deciduous trees growing on site should be periodically inspected and maintained by 

coppicing or heading cuts when leaning growth becomes an impediment to future 

root stability on this modified slope with residences above. 

9. This site would benefit from maintained plantings of both trees and woody shrubs, 

any conifers being carefully sited in the drier portions of the upper slope, which 

might be considered on or past midpoint of the access way. 

10. Recommended conifers include shore pine and maritime juniper making sure they 

are not planted in soil that is saturated during any season of the year. Larger 

conifers may not do as well in this exposed of a site. Recommended deciduous trees 

are alder, bigleaf maple and clumping willows knowing they will need to be 

maintained; recommended woody shrubs are salmonberry and oceanspray. 

11. As the current bulkhead timbers are not treated lumber (per HOA representative), 

consist of native tree species, and are already partially decayed, addition of broken 

or cut parts to the maritime environment would be considered “positive” 

ecologically regarding thoughts about LWD. Parts would become driftwood similar 

in size to many seen currently in the general area. 

12. Bulkhead needs to be replaced to slow down slope recession; currently, I believe a 

mass wasting event connecting the two failed tree areas is occurring. This landslide 

event is/ would be larger and deeper than the depth of any current tree roots.  

13. An updated geo-technical survey should be made to take into account recent 

subsidence on the hillside as that is beyond the professional scope of work this 

reporter can offer. 
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14. Further than leverage on root masses, trees leaning towards the West will be in the 

way of the pile-driver needed to fix the bulkhead and would need to be removed 

before that action occurs. 

*Further than his tree assessment certification, this reporter has previously earned “Soils 

Specialist” and “Advanced Wetlands Delineation” certificates from Skagit Valley College.  

*The evidently successful regrowth of heading cuts given to smaller red alder stems at the site 

begs for more study as this attribute should be able to be used as a proactive mitigation technique 

in certain situations where roots to add slope stability are desired but large size of canopy 

increases leverage on the root mass and possibly blocks a formerly appreciated view elsewhere. 

*This report is based on conditions apparent during the walk with an effort to look at each tree 

well enough to find anything significant.  

*Stochastic climatic events will have a stronger effect on individual trees having more direct 

exposure to elements. This, along with future maintenance of trees around people, can be 

assumed.  

6/23/2022 

-please see following pages for site map and photos 
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Site Map 

 

*Image is the most recent, Google-related one available and does not show failed trees or 

damaged bulkhead. 
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Photos 

 

Looking North showing my first view of the originally failed group of 8-9 red alder trees and 

damaged bulkhead. The subsiding 36” dbh red alder is marked in orange. 
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Showing a closer view of destroyed area of bulkhead, accumulating driftwood behind, loss of 

fill, and dark hole marked in blue. 
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Looking South at the North end of Brutus HOA bulkhead showing the first described trees 

(blue), the 8-9 originally failed trees (red), and the two recently failed stems (orange). 
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Another view of the leaning trees marked in blue in last image, this time looking North and 

showing the continuing timber bulkhead and probable future tree failures just beyond. 
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Using same dark hole marked in blue in the second photo to orientate the viewer and show the 

two more recent tree failures uphill to the NE, seen in upper portion of photo. 
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Looking East and uphill, showing once again the same dark hole caused by eroding wave action 

removing fill and undercutting accumulated wood debris and is just to the North of a 36” dbh red 

alder marked in red. 
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Showing location of the upright 5” dbh tree to be protected just to the South of the ladder. 
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Showing 30” dbh tree to be protected (blue) and leaning stems of neighboring trees 

recommended for removal (red). 
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Showing leaning trees at extreme South end of bulkhead with heading cuts completely sealed 

and regrown, but who are in need of another, similar maintenance effort to keep the root mass in 

place. These three trees are not expected to seal and regrow again, but they may. 
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Looking down from about midpoint of the access way showing three stems of the most recently 

failed tree clump. 
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Looking North and showing the fragile edge to the seaward side of beach access way in left 

photo. Evergreens in photo along access are again seen in right photo where the viewer is 

looking the opposite way (South) from the entrance gate. 

 


